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About the brand
PharmEasy is an online marketplace for healthcare products and services. Pharmeasy intends to make
the procurement of any health related ask “easy” for its customers.

Growth Flywheel

Context of the problem identified
Diagnostic tests are a relatively new offering of PharmEasy.
Users are unsure about the ability/know-how of professionals performing the diagnostic tests booked
via Pharmeasyʼs platform. This either translates to a bad product experience or churn.
(We assume here, the professionals are capable of catering to the requested services.)



With the rising competition in the sector, PharmEasy wants to ensure that it provides a seamless
experience to its users by addressing the pain points that can make the user look for an alternative.
Hence assuming maximising retention and revenue as the underlying business goals.

How do we know this is a real problem and worth solving?
It is imperative that users find end-to-end assistance in their journey of ordering a product/service. Not
being able to check what the past experience with the technician has been like or how skilled a
technician is, leaves the user with half information and compels them to either make a choice or
choose a different platform (online/offline).
The quantitative data is derived from online reviews where ⅖  users have highlighted this issue.

Who are we solving this for?
Motivations of the users behind availing the service are two fold.

● Need to get a test done : online and offline tests both are an option
● Choosing PharmEasy as the medium



Circling back to the objective which is to improve retention of users who have overcome the above
mentioned barriers, the target user segment is limited to PharmEasy users who have successfully
completed 1 order of diagnostic test on the platform.

How do we know if weʼve solved this problem?
1. Churn for diagnostic tests users (absolute #) drop by 10% in next 3 months
2. Overall customer satisfaction goes up to and remains up and above 70% in next 6 months

Potential Ideas to move the metrics
1. Based on proof of expertise

a. When assigned, show professionalʼs background such show license number (if
applicable), brands worked for, years of experience, etc. to the users

b. Let users choose the professionals based on the information available
c. Show user rating and reviews or number of patients attended for the professionals to

establish trust
d. Provide the technicians with a pharmeasy verified physical card that has the

technicians details on it which the user can scan to verify the technician from the app
2. Ensuring the professionals are adequately trained and are accountable

a. Run rigorous verification before onboarding
b. Have repercussions for ill-behavior or mishandling of users
c. Let users provide feedback about their experience and connect directly with them for

poor experiences
3. By outsourcing

a. Let the assigned pharmacies verify the prescriptions or talk to the patients
b. Collaborate with more reputed diagnostic brands to take care of the logistics and act

as a traffic gatherer and take a cut in profit (current collaboration is only with
Thyrocare)

4. Invoke other emotions like fun to take the steam off
a. Create an avatar of the professional and show her assisting in  the user journey till the

order is complete
5. Reduce friction regarding stakeholder communication

a. Let the users know who are the assigned  professionals
b. Let the users communicate with the assigned professionals via other modes like chat



Prioritisation
To ensure an objective idea is picked, I made use of the RICE framework with educated approximations
in place.
RICE Framework - The RICE scoring model is a prioritization framework designed to help product
managers determine which products, features, and other initiatives to put on their roadmaps by scoring
these items according to four factors. These factors, which form the acronym RICE, are reach, impact,
confidence, and effort.

Formula - RIC/E*100

SL.NO. Solutions R I C E Score

1. Show professionals information 60 100 90 1 5400

2. Let the users choose a professional 60 60 50 1 1800

3. Show past experience wrt Pharmeasy 60 100 95 1 5700

4. Provide a physical card to scan 30 40 50 1 300

5. Run rigorous verification 10 40 80 2 320

6. Have repercussions for the professionals 10 20 50 1 66.6

7. Allow users to follow-up 50 80 60 1.5 4800

8. Let pharmacies verify prescription 60 40 50 0.5 600

9. Onboard more diagnostic brands 40 80 50 2 800

10. Gamify the ordering process with Avatar 100 70 40 2 2800

11. Assign and inform user about the professional 60 90 90 1 3240

12. Let users communicate via chat to the professionals 60 80 60 1.5 1920

What will the implementation look like?
We will add  a “Profile” section for Phlebotomists(the person going to take the sample) providing
services to Pharmeasy users.



Screen Mockup
See Here.

Summary
We looked at PharmEasy diagnostic test vertical to improve retention of the users who are acquainted
with the service offering. We validated our hypothesis of why the identified problem is worth solving
by data gathered from reviews online.

Later, we looked at potential ideas that can move the metrics set in the beginning and zeroed in on
adding more details about the professionals catering to the diagnostic tests booked to instil trust
amongst the users.
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